a rhetorical analysis by
Sal J. Barry

The 1971-72 Topps Hockey set is comprised
of 132 trading cards depicting players from the
National Hockey League.
The purpose of this presentation is to deconstruct and analyze the design of this classic set
of cards.

From the early 1900s to the
1930s, trading cards were
distributed with cigarettes or
other tobacco products.
By the mid-1930s, cards
were instead distributed with
chewing gum; a logical progression, since it was children
who were most interested in
collecting these cards.

Tobacco card from
1910-11 (reprint)

Bubble gum card from
1953-54

This set of cards was produced by the Topps
Chewing Gum Company in the fall of 1971.
The company would include trading cards
based on various sports or entertainment
characters in order to increase sales.

In the early 1970s, trading cards were not yet
the domain of adult-age collectors – they were
targeted at children.
This set was sold in the United States during
the 1971-72 hockey season. A pack of eight
cards sold for ten cents at the time, comparable to the price of a comic book.

Throughout the early 20th century, images on
trading cards were either paintings or handcolored photographs.
By the late 1960s, trading card companies
switched to using color photography as the
technology improved.
The 1971-72 Topps Hockey set uses posed
color portrait photographs that were later
“cut out” and superimposed on a bright,
solid-colored background.

Let us remove the color for a moment, and
analyze the layout of each card front. The
cards utilize a formally balanced layout.
That is to say that they are nearly - but not
entirely - symmetrical.

Emphasis on the portrait is enhanced by
the removal of the photo’s background. This
means of amplification through simplification remove what is unimportant or distracting, clarifying the message.

The dominant element on the front of each
card is the player’s photograph. The human
body is symmetrical, establishing a natural
symmetry. The use of static portraits - instead
of action shots - enhances this feel.

The team name and the oval used to frame
the player are symmetrical elements. The
player’s name opposite the logo and position - though a bit imbalanced - also mirror
each other.

The ten colors you see at the left - plus
black and white - are used throughout
this set of cards.

But why were these colors selected?
Where did they draw inspiration from?

The Pop Art movement of the 1960s utilized
bright hues - many of them relatively new as
paint colors - as a reaction against the clean,
somber style of previous generations.
Pop Art mimicked the look and technique of
such popular culture artifacts like advertisements, pulp illustrations, Hollywood film
posters and industrial design.

Some famous artists in this movement
include Roy Lichtenstein, Robert Indiana
and Andy Warhol (shown above).
Pop Art would be influential in graphic design
during the sixties and seventies. In fact...

...the influence of Pop
Art on this set of hockey
cards is quite apparent.

Now let us examine at
how the colors are used.

Color is the vital design element of
these cards.
Proper color choices give each
card a harmonious feel.
Red and yellow combine with the blue
outline of the oval to form a triad of
primary colors.

Certain cards use complementary colors,
while others use near-complementary or
analogous colors.
In some cases, the colors used for the
background and team name play off of
the player’s uniform color, either complementing it or contrasting with it.
The contrasting, complementary
omplementary color pair
pai of
red and green are used here.

Purple and orange
combine with the
red of the player’s
jersey to form a
triad of analogous
colors.

The rest of the teams use
near-complementary color pairs.

The complimentary
color pair of purple
and yellow are used
- the same colors of
the player’s uniform.

There are two different typefaces on this card
The team name is written in a bubble-letter typeface that is “kid-like”. It is derivative of letterforms
used in Pop Art (see below).
The player’s name and position are spelled out in
a sans-serif font.
Note that the player’s last name is accented in
red text for emphasis.

Now that we grasp the front...

...let’s flip it over and take a look at the back.

Although not as visually
engaging, the reverse
side of each cards
contains everything
you need to know about
that player.
Card number

Player name
Position & team
Comic panel

Vitals

Paragraph of recent
accomplishments
and/or trivia

Career statistics

The card breaks the types of information into
logical “blocks”, and thus resembles Information
Mapping (IMAP).

An IMAP document breaks data into “information blocks”. Just like the example above has
sections for different information, so too does
the trading card.

Adorning the back of each card is a small
cartoonish illustration, accompanied by
hand-printed text.

This is used to break up the rigid feel a bit and
to keep things lighthearted.

After all, these were intended for kids...

..and not 34-year old grown men :)

The following texts were researched for this presentation:
Art Through the Ages - De La Croix / Tansey / Kirkpatrick - 1991
Card Sharks – Williams - 1995
Retro Graphics - Raimes / Bhaskaran- 2007
The Science of Painting – Mayer - 2001
The following Pop Art examples are used in this presentation:
“In the Car” - Roy Lichtenstein – 1963
“Love” – Robert Indiana – 1966
“Marilyn Monroe” – Andy Warhol - 1967
“Campbell’s Soup Can” – Andy Warhol – 1961-62
“BLAM” - Roy Lichtenstein – 1962
“Radio” – Ed Ruscha – 1962
Example of IMAP document from “Explicit Structure in Print and OnScreen Documents” – Farkas - 2005
All trading cards shown are from my personal collection.

